
Paris

19th - 26th June, 2023

THE

EXPERIENCE

The Paris Experience is part of the UGWA consortium of retreats.
Organised by The Retreat Specialists in partnership with the noted team members.



Paris

“The best things in life are free. The second best are very expensive.” -
Coco Chanel 

 
Our retreats are somewhere in between - not free and not expensive.

Come see!

THE

EXPERIENCE



.....the city of lights and love will draw you in, spin you
around and send you home imagining moving there to
start a new life. The green countryside as you move away
from the city is dotted in ideal locations to indulge in this
multi-faceted retreat experience.

Here at the retreat Specialists, we are all about new
experiences and ideas and this is definitely one of our
best.

The beauty of this retreat experience is that you get to
mold this exactly how you want it - if art and museums are
your thing then you can choose to have an indulgent week
exploring everything that Paris has to offer.

Paris and France
But if getting out of the city and grabbing time painting the
wonders of places like Versailles then that is an option as
well.

Paris is the capital and largest city of France, and it filled
with history, culture, and colour. You will get to Visit iconic
landmarks such as the Eiffel Tower, the Louvre, and Notre
Dame Cathedral.

Explore, experience, and immersion are the three keywords
for the Paris Experience - a retreat that has it all but most of
all it is about you and choosing YOU first before others.



You will come together with like-minded women
There will be an evening picnic under the Eiffel
Tower
You will get to indulge in croissants, baguettes
and cheese ....always cheese 
We will stroll along the Seine if you stay in the city
retreats
Tourist shops packed with souvenirs
Walking down roads that are hundreds of years
old
Time to explore palaces, gardens and buildings
that are filled with beauty and awe
You will see places that you may have only seen
on tv or read about in books
A program carefully crafted by the experts
running them
Have we mentioned amazing French food!!!!!!!!

There are a few things we can guarantee.

Paris & Beyond



choose room type (single or twin)
let us know any dietary requirements
any challenges you might have while with us
and really anything else we need to know

So you think you want to join us?

Keep scrolling and you will find that we have different retreat
options that include both Paris and beyond. They range from
walking art tours to fashion and styling to developing your
painting and drawing skills to learning about yourself and
reconnecting with fun and self. Or if learning about how to run a
retreat is your thing then you can choose that as well. For good
measure, we have also thrown in a mixed retreat that is all about
linking up with established Paris excursions each day - a
complete city immersion.

Once you choose you can head to the registration portal to lock
in your selection - here is where you can 

Then you will be put in a private Facebook group where we get to
know each other before we go, and connect with women on your
retreat.

How this works



Paris

That Paris exists and anyone could choose to live anywhere else in the
world is a mystery to me

Midnight in Paris

THE

EXPERIENCE OFFERINGS



Hashtag Retreats - The Ultimate In Retreat Masterclasses
With Liesel Albrecht
As we explore Paris why not spend a week talking retreats -
imagine discussing marketing strategies in the gardens with the
Eiffel Tower as your backdrop, or copy at the  Musée d'Orsay in
Monets room, or logistics at the Palace of Versailles. This is an
immersive experience you won't forget and will allow you to walk
away with a strong retreat strategy in place.

Our Retreats

Walk of Art - Paris!
With Sharon Westin
Walk the streets of Paris discovering centuries of art. From Da
Vinci to Dali, and of course, Monet, you will visit well-known
galleries such as Musée du Louvre, Musée d'Orsay and Musée de
l'Orangerie. You will also discover some of the lesser known
galleries, such as Dalí Paris in the famous Montmarte district.
Inspired by our gallery visits, you can create your own
watercolour masterpieces, en plein air, with the goodies in your
arty gift pack. Rest assured, there will be plenty of free time for
you to relax, go shopping or find the perfect macaron!

Retreat Details Here

https://www.canva.com/design/DAFXEFgLIGk/edit


Escape Artists!
With Victoria Kitanov
Victoria Kitanov a world-renowned artist knows that Paris is one
of the world's most magical cities, but who wants to queue for
hours to enter a gallery in summer, when we can escape to the
country? Pack your travel sketchbook and prepare to be awe-
inspired by the history, heritage, art & gardens of the Palace of
Versailles. Wander the lovely city of Versailles beyond the palace
walls, just enjoying and experiencing it all, at leisure - all while
expanding your skills and immersing yourself into sketching and
painting at its best. 

Purpose Evolution Retreat
With Maggie Sarfo
You discover beautiful Paris as part of your exquisite retreat, we
will come together with fellow, like-minded, like-hearted people
and be guided through The Purpose Evolution Retreat program.
A 6-part program that will transform your life. Join Maggie Sarfo
for an experiential journey into your self-development. You will
walk away having connected with your true self, your ‘soul
blueprint’, and purpose so you can live your happiest life.



Find love for yourself in the "City of Love"
With Elisabeth Gabauer
What if you discover love for yourself, your authentic self, in the
city of love? Where you can unleash your full essence and
recreate yourself in a healing circle of women. To do this
Elisabeth will take you on a journey of meditation and yoga,
immerse the inner artist and child in you - and so much more!
All while immersed in the beautiful Energy of Paris.
*This is a bilingual German and English Retreat*

A day trip to the palace of Versaille and out to Givency to
Monets Garden.
Have a two-day hop-on-hop-of bus pass so you can get
around the sites.
A walking food tour in Paris exclusive to our group.
Check out the Arch de Triomphe and then wander down the
Champs Elysees before eventually getting to Notre Dame.
Choose from included tickets to museums, art galleries or
somewhere like Sainte Chapelle in the law courts.

Do Paris Your Way
Joining this group is the same but different from the other
retreats - how you ask? Because you get to immerse in ALL that
there is to see, feel and do on a retreat like this, it includes:

This retreat is some group, some doing what you want and some
seriously good surprises!!!





Breakfast included or a fabulous kitchen
Single or twin rooms
Well maintained bathrooms
Free wifi
Be close to a metro station
You will be at a hotel or Airbnb with your retreat group and
possibly some people from one of the others.
Most rooms will have tea and coffee-making facilities and a
small, in-room refrigerator for use
These are chosen depending on numbers for each retreat 

Our accommodation will be in a number of small hotels and
Airbnb's dotted around the city and metro stations.
We choose them based on numbers for each retreat option - they
will all have:

Accommodation



Some pre retreat zoom calls with everyone and also with your
smaller group
7 nights accommodation in 3 to 4-star hotels in Paris or in the
countryside depending on your retreat choice OR a fabulous
AirBnB perfect for the group
A welcome dinner with everyone that is joining The Paris
Experience to try some luscious French cuisine in an iconic
French restaurant
A Paris Experience welcome gift
Retreat experts that will guide you on this journey
Breakfast each day, 3 lunches, and 4 dinners - we will try to come
together for dinners but for lunches, you will be out and about!
Entry to some of the classic sites in Paris the Eiffel Tower being
one of them
Metro tickets and any transport included in your retreat of choice
Introductions to our UGWA Travel Experts in the USA and
Australia if needed
Contact numbers while you travel to and from your destination -
real people in case of anything
Discounted pre and post-accommodation and tours - think
Salzburg or London - or even some extra nights in Paris

So what is included?

Package Inclusions



Paris

Paris is always a good idea.
 Audrey Hepburn

THE

EXPERIENCE MEANS CHOOSING
YOU



Paris is one of the most expensive cities in the world - and is up there with New York,

London, and Sydney which is why we are excited to share with you an investment
that has been sculptured from connections and conversations to find you the best
deal. 
You will notice that each retreat has an INVESTMENT PRICE and an ADD ON PRICE

Early Bird Investment Price
Single   $3880  AUD / €2488  / £2297  / $2740 USD 
Twin  $3380 AUD / €2162  / £1940  / $2350 USD
Without accommodation - $2380 AUD / €1526 / £1380/ $1697 USD 

Then, to get everything you need to make your retreat a whole experience these
are our discounted add on costs:

Liesel - Hashtag Retreat Masterclass  $600 AUD / €400 / £380 / $450 USD
Sharon - Walk of Art - Paris! - $500 AUD / €350 / £300 / $380 USD 
Victoria - Escape Artists! - $400 AUD / €290 / £250 / $320 USD
Maggie - Purpose Evolution Retreat - $600 AUD / €400 / £380 / $450 USD
Elisabeth - Find Love - $600 AUD / €400 / £380 / $450 USD 
Angela - Style -  $600 AUD / €400 / £380 / $450 USD 
Just Paris - $700 AUD / €460 / £430 / $497 USD 

Investments



Does this cover flights or travel to Paris?
No, it doesn't but we can connect you with some great travel
agents or give you recommendations on flights that other people
are taking. We will also let you know the best way to get from the
airport to your accommodation.

I have food allergies
Any allergies that you have we will print on a translation card so
restaurants know what they are. 

I want to come but want to share a room.
That is ok we can match you up with another solo retreat person
- but first we will ask you some questions about your non-
negotiables.

Can I arrive before the 19th or stay after the 26th?
Yes, you can after booking let us know and we can let you know
the details.

Can I come for a retreat but not stay at the same hotel?
Yes you can you will see there was a price listed ($2380 AUD /
€1526 / £1380/ $1697 USD ).

Any other question ask away......

Questions



Terms and Conditions
The $500 AUD is nonrefundable

After booking there is a 50% refund if you cancel your place -

alternatively you can transfer your place to someone else for $50 AUD.

All photos are property of The Retreat Specialists and used for

promotional purposes only, these will not be sold to any other event

organisers. There will be a question about this in your registration

form.

Advice given at any retreat is advice only please consult the relevant

professionals in your life before making any life-changing decisions.

The Retreat Specialists Pty Ltd reserves the right to alter the daily

program times before or during the event - any effecting changes you

will be notified accordingly. 

As a Retreat Participant at the Paris Experience, you hereby agree to

release, indemnify, and discharge the Retreat Organiser/Retreat

Facilitators (and/or their directors, family, employees, co-facilitators,

volunteers, and representatives) on behalf of yourself, your children,

your parents, your heirs, executors, administrators, assignees,

personal representatives and estate.



Contact Us...
If you have any questions at all contact

Liesel Albrecht  - at The Retreat Specialists - admin@ultimategirlsweekaway.com
                                                                                           or +61 (0) 488 444 162

Or if you already know your retreat facilitator then please contact them direct.





Pay In Full OR With a $700 AUD Deposit and Automated
Monthly Installments


